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C O N T E N T S



Jao Chia-En, REM Sleep, 2011
3 Channels HD Video Projection/ 63’42”/ Dec 2011



We are delighted to propose Mr. Jao Chia-En’s residency this May in 
Hong Kong. Born and raised in Taiwan, Jao got his bachelor degree 
from Taipei National University of the Arts in 2000; after which he went 
to Paris and earned Dipôme National Supérieur d'Arts Plastique from 
École Nationale Supérieur des Beaux-Arts. He then moved to London in 
2005 and completed his MFA in Goldsmiths College of London in 2007. 
Currently, Jao is a Taipei-based artist, featuring languages, ethnicity, 
dream and more.

Jao Chia-En is not limited in single art form. His works include painting, 
performance, site-specific installation and multichannel video installation. 

1. For Jao’s information, see http://chiaenjao.co.uk/; on his previous residency in 
Parasite, see http://www.para-site.org.hk/ (all accessed 20 April 2017).

A R T I S T  I N F O R M A T I O N

As mentioned above, he highly concerns about topics related to political aesthetics, identity, local surroundings, 
minority group, etc. “Chia-En approaches contemporary art practice as a set of experiments that deal with the ideas 
of identity, borders, shared experience and the power relationship between different aesthetic and political regimes.”1   

Chia-En Jao

W H O



1976 born in Taiwan, lives and works in Taipei

Education
2005-07 Goldsmiths College of London/ Master of Fine Art
2001-04 École Nationale Supérieur des Beaux-Arts de Paris/ Dipôme 
National Supérieur d’Arts Plastiques
1995-2000 Taipei National University of the Arts/ Bachelor of Fine Arts

Exhibition
04 2015 « Xeno-epistemics », Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin, Germany
01 2015 « A Voyage to South », Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts, Taiwan
12 2014 « Taipei Art Award 2014 », Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Taipei
12 2014 « The pioneers of Taiwanese Artists, 1971-1980 », National 
Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Taiwan
05 2014 « Arms », Art basel HK insight, Hong Kong
06 2014 « Voices Travel: Conversation Between Two Harbours», 
Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts, Taiwan
01 2013 « What We See », National Museum of Art, Osaka, Osaka, Japan
12 2012 « The 7th Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art », 
QAGOMA, Brisbane, Australia
10 2012 « Shainghai Biennale 2012 », MOCA Shainghai, Shainghai, 
China
09 2012 « Taipei Biennal 2012 », Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Taipei
04 2012 « The 10th Taishin Arts Award Exhibition », MOCA Taipei, 
Taipei 

12 2011 « REM Sleep », The Cube Project Space, Taipei
04 2011 « Republic without People », Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts, 
Taiwan
04 2011 « Thaïndophiliviet », The Cube Project Space, Taipei
04 2011 « Arte da Tawian », Museo di Arte Contemporanea di Villa Croce, 
Genova, Italy

Residency/ Research Program
2015 « Künstlerhaus Bethanien », Berlin, Germany
2013 « r:ead », Tokyo
2012 « Asian Cultural Council », New York
2010 « Council for Cultural Affairs Taiwan - Cité des Arts», Paris
2008-10 « La Seine », Paris
2009 « Taipei Artist Village », Taipei
2008 « ORTung Symposium », Strobl, Austria

Award
2014 Taipei Arts Awards,Merit Award, Taipei, Taiwan
2012 Winner of Taishin Art Award, Taiwan
2011 Shortlist of Signature Art Prize, Singapore
2011 35 Visual Artist Support Prize, Taiwan
2008 Final Shortlist of Vauxhall Collective Commission

Collection
2013 Kadist Art Foundation
2013 National Museum of Art, Osaka, Osaka, Japan
2013 National Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts
2010 National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts
2009 National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts

2. For Jao’s full biography and curriculum vitae, see http://chiaenjao.co.uk/01Artist/
Artist.html (accessed 20 April 2017).
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Chia-En Jao

C V  O F  C H I A - E N  J A O



Instead of bringing static artworks, we propose to remake Jao’s dialogical artworks in Hong Kong. Specifically, we are 
interested in his previous participatory documentary work REM Sleep (2011) and language-based anthropological 
project Thaïndophiliviet (2011). As a residency project, it would be more dialogical for both artist and local community 
to bring post-formal artwork rather than paintings. Such residency project not only aims to bring the artist to local 
space, but also expects a response from local community and stimulates a conversation in between.

REM Sleep (2011) Thaïndophiliviet (2011)

W H A T
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There are three reasons for inviting Jao to our residency programme. 

First, Jao has already participated in various residency projects, namely, 2015 in Berlin, 2013 in Tokyo, 2012 in New 
York, 2011 in Singapore and Taiwan. We thereby assume his previous experience would guarantee us a smooth 
programme. As former artworks have shown his great interests in dialoging with local surroundings, Hong Kong is 
prone to be a significant space for him to explore, to research on and to communicate with. 

Second, no doubt Hong Kong is a perfect place for Jao’s residency. After graduated from Goldsmiths, Jao went back 
Taiwan and did a series of Taipei-based research and artworks, focusing on the issue of identity and migrant labors 
in general. Hong Kong and Taipei share a rather similar context; not only in sino-culture, but in social construction. 
For instance, migrant labors make up a noticeable population in both Hong Kong and Taipei; yet their life conditions 
and mental health lack due attention paid by the mass. Since 2007, Jao started to concern about Southeast Asian 
languages in resistance to Anglophone’s hegemony. Thaïndophiliviet (2011) is one of his series artwork which we 
propose to bring to Hong Kong, a metropolis embracing various races, languages and cultures. Thus, we propose to 
have Jao in Hong Kong to see what new would come up through dialoguing with a similar but not the same place. 

Third, budget is also one of our considerations. As Taipei is not far from Hong Kong, the flight budget would not cost 
too much, which allows us spend more money on the preparation of activities.

W H Y



A R T I S T  I N F O R M A T I O N  ( T H R E E  C R I T E R I A )

Chia-En Jao posed a phenomenon at the very beginning of his video installation REM Sleep; the Taiwan authority 
adopted the “Southern policy”3,  on one hand for avoiding intensive investment on the PRC; on the other to cater to 
the neoliberalist economic forces. The very societal structure in Taiwan changed accordingly, featuring diversified 
ethnic groups from Southeast Asia. Similarly, Hong Kong has witnessed a non-Chinese influx, whom fleeing their 
home countries for more opportunities from the early 1970s. Gordon Mathews first distinguishes such influx from 
so-called globalization-from-above4 and further associate it with the very notion of “low-end globalization”, which 
typically involves “small-scale operation, labour intensiveness and unregulated markets”5.  Representative figures 
are domestic labors from Southeast Asia, traders from Africa, asylum seekers from Middle East and so forth. The 
rise of such sojourning and “low-end globalization” it represents has rendered Hong Kong socially and spatially more 
heterogeneous and multicultural. Jao’s artwork thereby provides a point of departure for examining the heterogeneity 
and multiculturalism of Hong Kong in general, the living condition of ethnic groups in Hong Kong in particular. 

3. For more information on this policy, see http://nationalinterest.org/feature/taiwan-
pivots-away-china-towards-the-south-16879 (accessed 20 April 2017).
4. Gordon Mathews and Yang Yang, How Africans Pursue Low-End Globalization in 
Hong Kong and Mainland China, in Journal of Current Chinese Affairs, 41, 2, 97.
5. Ibid., 98.

L O W - E N D
G L O B A L I Z A T I O N
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Chia-En Jao once said in an interview that, he barely understood what people were talking about in Taiwan society 
after his graduation from Britain, insomuch that he decided to learn new languages. His personal choice later turned 
out to be a well-organized language workshop, Thaïndophiliviet. The diversified linguistic field in Taiwan shares 
similarities with Hong Kong’s. But the heteroglossia of languages in Hong Kong also has much to do with the very 
social reality. I have heard people laughing at Filipinos’ accented English. I have experienced different treatments in 
stores when I spoke different languages. The question is that, why Southeast Asian’s spoken English are stigmatized 
as the accented or even uncivilized? Why some languages are labeled to be inferior than other? Vis-à-vis these social 
reality, we cherish a will that, by studying so-called minor languages, participants could sense the profound cultural 
connotations in languages and further rethink about the stereotype on these languages speaking countries. Through 
which, the very distinction between “the major” and “the minor” could be deterritorialized.   

As Zinggl asserts “It does not need the artist as prophet or priest, but instead arises from intersubjective 
communication and the possibilities of taking part in a changing world”6.  To establish a dialogical platform in REM 
sleep, Chia-En Jao once mentioned that he did not want it a documentary with a presupposed position but an open-
end communication. Additionally, to make interviewees feel more at ease, their own first languages were adopted in 
the video. Apart from contribution to a dialogical form made by Chia-En Jao, Gordon Mathews, an experienced field 
investigator, would provide more professional and accurate guidance on previous interview. The Dialogical artwork 
highlights the integral atmosphere and active interactivity. In addition to REM sleep, Thaïndophiliviet Workshop will 
explore the language boundaries between minority and local people. Our whole program would try to further discuss 
the possibilities of dialogical aesthetics in Hong Kong, not only to represent minority issues by one-side narration but 
also to organically reconstruct different voices. In the shared experience, both artists and audience could rethink the 
status of the artwork in society. 

6. Grant H. Kester (2004) Conversation pieces : community and communication in 
modern art, Berkeley : University of California Press.

L A N G U A G E ,  C U L T U R E ,  P O W E R

D I A L O G I C A L  A E S T H E T I C S



P R O J E C T  I N T R O D U C T I O N

REM sleep is Chia-En Jao’s award-winning video installation, recording dreams of Southeast Asian temporary 
worker in Taiwan. Subaltern-themed artworks emerge one after another in Taiwan society; the reason Jao’s piece 
touched people is that, it has a unique focus. REM sleep, the abbreviation of rapid eye movement sleep, “is a 
phase of mammalian sleep characterized by random movement of the eyes, low muscle tone throughout the body, 
and the propensity of the sleeper to dream vividly.” 7 Because of its physiological similarities to waking states, brain 
specialists believe what people dreamt about in REM sleep period resonates with their everyday experiences. 
This scientific finding somehow becomes a pointcut of Jao’s research; in his process of contracting with Southeast 
Asian communities, Jao treated dream as a powerful metaphor, referring to their living condition. 

The video-shooting was conducted in their private spaces. Jao asked his Southeast Asian interviewees to close 
eyes for roughly two minutes before shooting, which helps to create a state of sleeping. Then they narrated their 
previous dreams in preferential languages. some talked about the nostalgic separation with homeland, while 
others illustrated the bad treatment in hiring-in homes. Allegorically, many dreams turned to be the very reality. 
This Freudian interpretation on dream, on one hand suggests the changing social structure are prone to influence 
individuals and even seemingly metaphysical dreams; on the other, flexible and ambiguous as dream is, dream 
provides more spaces for audience to rethink about Southeast Asians’ living condition in Taiwan.

7. ‘https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_eye_movement_sleep, accessed, 20,4,2017’

R E M S L E E P  X  C H U N G K I N G  M A N S I O N S



We will remake REM Sleep in Hong Kong during 
Jao’s residency. But instead of interviewing foreign 
sojourning who are located separately in Hong 
Kong, we collect dreams specifically in Chungking 
Mansions, with the help of Gordon Mathews. 
Gordon is a professor in the anthropology 
department of the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong. He spent more than four years doing field 
work in Chungking Mansions, which turned out to 
be his seminal work, Ghetto at the center of the 
world (2011). 

According to Gordon, Chungking Mansion is 
the gathering place of people seeking a better 
life by fleeing their home countries, whether as 
temporary workers, asylum seekers, domestic 
helpers or sex workers. Its specificity lies in 
the “low-end globalization” it represents, the 
diversified composition of population it features. 
To a great extent, Chungking Mansions combine 
Jao’s notion with Hong Kong context. 

Chungking Mansions

Professor Gordon Mathews
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We endeavor to set up the cooperation between a visual artist and a scholar. Because on the one side, Gordon’s long-
term connection with people in Chungking Mansions make our interview and shooting possible; on the other side, our 
visual activity could be treated as a follow-up to Gordon’s previous empirical research. The specific schedules are as 
follows:

During the pre-production, we (Jao, Gordon and staffs) intend to have a field trip at Chungking Mansions. With 
Gordon’s guidance, we could communicate with potential interviewees and collect certain oral/visual materials. Then 
Jao will finalize the namelist for interview, with an estimate of 10 people (one asylum seeker Gordon was very familiar 
with, three temporary workers, three domestic helpers and three traders). Before the actual shooting, together we will 
brainstorm a detailed plan, including the division of labor, script, research questions, fall-back solutions and the like. 
Jao also suggests that, the interview should be conducted in interviewees’ private place, so we also examine sites in 
advance. After the shooting, Jao will have one week to do the post production. Then he will bring video pieces back to 
Hong Kong in the late May. A REM sleep Х Chungking Mansions-themed exhibition will be presented soon afterwards. 

REM Sleep (2011)



To maximize our interaction with local audience and institution, the publicize would be conducted in a specific manner. 
We will first talk with the faculty of arts in the major twelve universities-and relevant research centers within universities 
(centre for cultural studies in the Chinese University as an example), to publicize our activity in advance. Both faculties 
and students are invited to enjoy the exhibition. Second, we will also partner with a number of foreign sojourning 
associations, including the Chungking Mansions Service Centre (especially for asylum seekers), Hong Kong Federation 
of Asian Domestic Workers Unions (particularly for domestic helpers) and the like. 

Sitting in the black box, listening to dreams in different languages, imagining dreams in accordance with their narration; 
audiences, albeit from different backgrounds, absolutely will sense the connotation of our video pieces.  

12

In Language, society and power: An Introduction, the author points out that the ethnic affiliations of other, minority 
groups are rendered invisible (because they are not talked about), or are marked as different at best, or deviant at worst, 
by comparison8. 

In Hong Kong, compared with other labor migration discussions like employment and policy improvement, language 
might be not so tricky in many eyes. Normally, dominant language of the city would be accepted as the universal 
language in daily discourse among migrants and locals. However, the inequality of social status is unrevealed behind it. 
Even migrants themselves are not so aware that their choices are in fact based on the sacrifice of their first languages’ 
rights. Not to mention how it is influencing on their subconscious feelings. Likewise, locals naturally take it for granted 
that in conversation with minorities the mainly used language is supposed to be what they are familiar with. 

8. Linda Thomas, NetLibrary (2004) Language, Society and Power: An Introduction, 
London: Routledge.

  —— Father’s Tongue Х Thaïndophiliviet 
' T H E  W A Y   S / H E  S P E A K S '  W O R K S H O P



In that way, we can say that language might be the one of the most 
difficult problems to tackle with in multi-cultural society. Because it 
is not only embedded in language itself but also literature, daily life, 
political power and personal identity. 

And Chia-En Jao who was raised and educated in multiple urban 
culture developed high concern about the interactivity of languages 
in young age9. Like how one of them overlap another and how to 
explore a better dialogical platform for people from various cultural 
backgrounds. Accordingly, he separately created two artworks 
about language translation in 2007 and 2011.

Chia-En Jao wanted to employ Chinese, his first language, as part 

9. ‘https://thecubespace.com/project/chia-en-jao-thaindophiliviet, accessed, 
14.4.2017’
10. Father’s Tongue, Chia-En Jao, 2007.

of material into his artwork. The idea contributed to his video installation artwork “Father’s Tongue” in 2007.  It 
was a cooperation artwork with a foreigner who doesn’t speak Mandarin. To tell a story, Chia-En Jao whispered 
to the person word by word and let him repeat it later. In the end, Chia-En Jao translated the original content 
in English. He managed to break the dialogue obstacle. In the process, the foreigner would be encouraged 
to guess the meaning of what Jao said by pronunciation imitation. The Foreigner no longer solely played as 
a spectator facing with unknown language but actively interacted with Chia-En Jao to feel Chinese words in 
person10. The reason why we choose the video installation as an opening film of Thaïndophiliviet Workshop 
was because as one of Jao’s early work, it represented how Chia-En Jao thought of the cultural problems from 
perspective of language. Along with the symposium Break Fixed Narration where Chia-En Jao will further share 
his reflections on minor language development and discuss it with Hong Kong audience. 



And Thaïndophiliviet workshop was a teaching project previously exhibited in 
The Cube Project Space in 2011. However, in translation to Hong Kong, we 
will not continue the form based on the conversations about certain events 
but more focus on teaching program part. Four professional language tutors 
will be invited to lead the workshop. 

On the first day’s afternoon (May 27th (Saturday), 2017), the workshop’s 
primary aim is attracting who are interested on these countries’ culture 
backgrounds and basic language knowledge. The number of participants will 
be limited to 35 people. Teachers will separately lead audience in groups by 
discussion genres. Short documentaries or clips will be played to enhance 
understanding. Additionally, 6-8 migrant labors from four countries will be 
invited into the workshop. As for the second day’s workshop (May 28th 
(Sunday), 2017), we will narrow the number of participants to 25 participants. 
In the morning, yesterday’s theme---language teaching will be continued. Four 
literary works from four countries will be adopted as scripts for participants 
to learn. In this part, tutors will help students to understand the selected 
texts in depth. In the afternoon’s workshop, participants will be encouraged 
to read texts learned in the morning. Through this, we hope that participants 
will find the power of these languages rather than solely the function as 
communication tool. Chia-En Jao will take part in the whole course and play 
as a moderator. In the end of the project, Chia-En Jao will give a short closing 
speech.

In a word, the project is scheduled on a relatively tense but impressive way to 
quickly and interestingly get participants in touch with minor languages and 
their cultures. 
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Father's Tongue (2007)



  —— Sunday Beauty Queen (2016)

Sunday Beauty Queen is a 2016 documentary film 
directed by Baby Villarama and follows a group of 
expatriate domestic workers in Hong Kong when 
they prepare to take part in an annual beauty 
pageant. It turned out to be a heated discussion 
in public in 2016, stories of these Filipino maids 
raised peoples’ attention towards their life in Hong 
Kong11.  

11. ‘http://hk.apple.nextmedia.com/international/
art/20161025/19811723,accessed, 14.4.2017’

P U B L I C  S C R E E N I N G
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To cater for different groups of audience, we choose the Circle Square of New Asia College (the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong) and Sham Shui Po as screening venues. In the Circle Square of New Asia College, 
Chen Ju-chen, a lecturer of the department of anthropology whose research focusing on labor migration will be 
invited as guest speaker in a dialogue with Chia-En Jao.12 We are expecting that two perspectives of views from 
scholar and artist will enrich the discussion on the documentary. And in Sham Shui Po, we will cooperate with a 
local non-governmental organization——V-ARTIVIST13 to host an open-air film screening. Sham Shui Po, one of 
densely-populated and multi-cultural district of Hong Kong is another ideal place for screening. We wish the film 
screening would promote diverse interactivity in different groups of Hong Kong.

Likewise, communicating with students and natives is beneficial for Chia-En Jao to understand the status quo of 
Hong Kong’s minority and better proceed the REM sleep project.    

12. For Chen Ju-chen’ s personal profile, see ‘http://arts.cuhk.edu.hk/~ant/sc/profile_
juchenchen.php, accessed, 14.4.2017’
13. V-ARTIVIST: a folk screening play organization  

 Public Screening @ Circle Square, New Asia College, CUHK  Public Screening @ Sham Shui Po, HK



Chia-En Jao

P R A C T I C A L  I N F O R M A T I O N

P R O J E C T  S C H E D U L E S  &  D E T A I L S



D A T E S  &  L E N G T H  O F  T H E  R E S I D E N C Y

Jao’s residency will be divided into three stages. The stage 1 will start on 5th May, 2017 and finish on 10th May, 
2017. During the stage 2 (11th-25th May), Chia-En Jao will go back to Taipei to finish his video work. Then, the 
stage 3 will start on 26th, May and finish on 30th, May. In this case, the artist will spend 11 days in total in Hong 
Kong.

W O R K I N G  S C H E D U L E
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A R T I S T  S C H E D U L E
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A C T I V I T I E S  T I M E T A B L E  &  V E N U E 
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.



1.All of those gastarbeiters who have similar 
diaspora experience and dreams as the interviewers
2.Students and scholars who research on 
anthropology/sociology/culture studies
3.General public who wants to know more about 
minority communities in Hong Kong

Online: Mainly use free social media platform 
(Facebook/Twitter/Instagram)
Offline: Poster/Flyers/Brochure

self-designed poster for this project

T A R G E T E D  A U D I E N C E

C H A N N E L S

M A R K E T I N G  
S T R A T E G Y



B U D G E T  ( H K D  4 0 , 0 0 0 )

4000 HK$
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38352 HK$

Indonesia language 125HK$ (31HK$/per hour)1295 HK$



A P P E N D I X

"Thank you for your email and suggestion. I 
think remaking REM Sleep might be interesting. 
Though it might be repetitive, we could further 
discuss about the details." (from Jao)

E M A I L  W I T H  C H I A - E N  J A O
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E M A I L
W I T H

P R O F E S S O R
G O R D O N

M A T H E W S



F E E  F O R  V E N U E  &  E Q U I P M E N T

Fee for venue of workshop I

Fee for venue of workshop II 

O T H E R  B U D G E T  D E T A I L S



F E E  F O R  V E N U E  &  E Q U I P M E N T

Fee for venue of Exhibiting REM Sleep

Fee for equipment renting

F E E  F O R  F L I G H T
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Fee for the first flight from Taipei to Hong Kong

Fee for the second flight from Taipei to Hong Kong

O T H E R  B U D G E T  D E T A I L S



F E E  F O R  L A N G U A G E  T E A C H I N G

Fee for 
Indonesian
teacher

Fee for 
Filipino
teacher

Fee for 
Thai
teacher

Fee for 
Vietnamese
teacher
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A C C O M M O D A T I O N  I N F O R M A T I O N

Fee for 
Stay from 

May 5 
to May 10

Fee for 
Stay from 

May 26
 to May 30

Hotel Information

Benital Hotel 




